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Above: Mountain goats on crest of Tleix̱satanjín, hand at rest (Heintzleman Ridge). 
They can often be seen by spotting scope from Dzantik'i Héeni Middle School.
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Introduction
Leigh Miller

Our publication on the geologic, natural and 
human history of Shaanáx̱ Tlein, big valley 
(Lemon Creek watershed) has been a unique 
learning experience for us. The creation of the 
publication involved art and graphics, field 
trips, interviews and writing. Past student 
booklets and poster projects dealt with smaller 
local streams while this one describes the 
entire watershed.

On next page is a 1998 air photograph of 
the study area with a coordinate system that 
will be referred to throughout the booklet. For 
example, Dzantik'i Héeni Middle School is 
located at coordinate b7.

Our first field excursion was a van trip to 
Lemon Creek with Steve Gilbertson and Larry 
West to investigate effects of gravel mining. 
On a second trip we hiked around the S&S 
gravel pit (the 'bath tub lake' at coordinates 
g9). Our last outing was a walking trip through 
forests near Vanderbilt Creek. During these 
trips our team took GPS waypoints, digital 
photographs, tree core samples and tape-
recorded field notes.

We created all the artwork in this booklet. 
Most was traced from photographs and then 

'stippled,' an art form that shows shading 
and/or coloring as a multitude of dots. 
Although all of the artwork was originally 
stippled by hand, some of it was then 
scanned and completed by the students in 
Photoshop.

Our group interviewed Mary Lou King, 
Marie Darlin, Mary Hakala. Nonna Shti-
pelman. and Mike Bethers. We took notes 
on their interviews and used them to write 
segments of the publication.

The Department of Environmental 
Conservation provided funding for 
Discovery Southeast naturalist Richard 
Carstensen, who directed this booklet 
project.

RC 2022: For this digital update I'm 'bumping' 
most colonial place names with Língít ones 
wherever they are known. I feel sure the authors 
would be pleased with these changes. Problem-
atic commemoratives with no recorded precon-
tact toponyms still honor Vanderbilt, Thomas 
and Blackerby. But the placenames renaissance 
is gathering steam, and we may soon be able to 
dispense with these as well.

Left to right: Brittany Lehnhart, Jill Carlile, 
Leigh Miller, Claire Geldof, Lyndsey Kelly, 
Gabrielle Vance
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Color infrared air photo of lower watershed by NASA. Coordi-
nates given throughout this booklet reference locations on the 
photo. For example, Dzantik'i Héeni Middle School parking 
area is at coordinate b7.

RC 2022: In the nearly 20 years since this was written, cartog-
raphy has advanced by leaps and bounds. For example, with 
LiDAR, we can now map and measure features like the gravel 
pile in background of photo below to decimeter accuracy. To 
preserve 'historical' flavor of this digital update, I've resisted 
adding such resources. But check out the Shaanáx̱ Tlein page 
on JuneauNature.
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Tour of Secon's back-valley gravel extraction corridor with 
CBJ municipal lands manager Steve Gilbertson (since retired) 
Feb 12, 2003.

https://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/juneau-watersheds/dz-lemon-creek/
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Geologic history
Setting
Gabrielle Vance

Shaanáx̱ Tlein watershed is bordered by Tleix̱satanjín, hand at rest 
(Heintzleman Ridge) on the north and Blackerby Ridge [noTN?] on the 
south. Its highest peaks are Nugget Mountain (5,687 feet) and Observation 
Peak (4,900 feet). Its principal streams are Sít'ḵú Héen, glacier area creek 
(Lemon Creek), Eix̱'gul'héen, creek at end of slough (Switzer Creek), and 

Vanderbilt Creek [noTN?]. Three small glaciers, the Lemon, Thomas, and 
Ptarmigan—none with Lingít names—feed Sít'ḵú Héen, by far the largest 
stream in the watershed.

Thomas and Lemon Creek glaciers are often confused. Thomas is the 
glacier visible from the lower valley, while the terminus of Lemon lies in a 
deep canyon and is obscured by a ridge.

Two minor streams drain valley walls near the mouth of greater Shaanáx̱ 
Tlein watershed. Eix̱'gul'héen flows past old Louie Lund homestead (d5), 
while Vanderbilt Creek snakes through forest and wetland near the Jenkins 
homestead (l5) to Vanderbilt Point [noTN?].

Great Ice Age
About 12,000 years ago, a thick ice sheet covered much of Alaska and 
Canada. A person could have walked from Áak'w Aaní to New York City 
without once stepping off the ice. The series on next page shows that ice as 
it was waning. Several thousand years earlier, ice covered everything in the 
scene except the top of Nugget Mountain.

About 9,000 years ago the glacier had receded. The valley floor had 
begun to rise—a phenomenon known as glacial rebound—but had not yet 
reached today's levels. Sea level was 300 ft. higher than today. This was the 
period when the large submarine deltas were built where Costco and Lemon 
Creek Correctional Center now stand.

Glacial history of the valley has numerous implications. Patterns of 
logging, gravel mining and residential development are all related to 
glaciers and their advance, recession, and deposits.
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Surficial geology
Brittany Lehnhart

Surficial geology refers to the 
loose (unconsolidated) deposits on 
top of bedrock. Alluvium—mate-
rial deposited by running water—
comprises most of the mapped units 
on page 7: terrace, fan, ancient 
delta, and active alluvium.

Of these alluvial types, the oldest 
in the mapped scene is ancient 
delta. About 9,000 to 12,000 years 
old, it is mined for gravel above 
Costco and in Hidden Valley (map, 
p.4). A delta is similar to an alluvial 
fan, the difference being that a delta 
is formed under water. An alluvial 
fan is formed when a steep moun-
tain stream reaches flatter ground, 
causing it to make a fan-shaped 
deposit. "Active alluvium" refers 
to deposits in the modern channel 
of Sít'ḵú Héen, glacier area creek 
(Lemon Creek). The terrace depos-
its are younger than the ancient 
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delta but older than the active alluvium. Many of the 
homes in Shaanáx̱ Tlein are built on terrace deposits.

Colluvium is material on a very steep slope moved 
by gravity rather than water. It can often have the 
same fanned shape as alluvial deposits. 

There are two kinds of marine deposits, raised 
tidal and ancient marine. Both have finer sediments 
than the alluvial deposits. Ancient marine is the 

Behind Costco are 
deep deposits of 
an ancient delta, 

with sloping foreset 
beds. Well-sorted 

sand and gravel 
provide valuable fill 
for roads and build-

ing pads.

 2001
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Snout of Lemon 
Creek Glacier 

[noTN?] at 
2,300 feet, larg-
est in the water-

shed, can't
be seen from 
lower valley.  1988
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older of the two, about the same age and elevation (100 to 500 feet) as the 
ancient delta. It includes a compacted shell-bearing mud that local builders 
call "blue clay." Raised tidal is younger and was formed by glacial rebound 
after the Little Ice Age. The dredge ponds (g9) are on this surface type.

Little Ice Age
At peak Little Ice Age in about 1750, all three of the headwater glaciers —
the Lemon Creek, Thomas and Ptarmigan—merged to form a megaglacier 
that descended to 800 feet. It reached all the way into Hidden Valley, where 
gravel extraction is taking place today. At that time forests downstream 
were probably similar to those below Áak'w Táak, inland from little lake 
(Mendenhall Valley) today, full of cottonwood and willow. Since then 
it's receded 
1.5 miles and 
separated 
into 3 differ-
ent glaciers. 
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They've retreated only half 
as much as Áakʼw Tʼáak Sítʼ 
(Mendenhall Glacier) in the 
past 250 years.

The Little Ice Age affected 
our coastlines as well. 
Thickened icefields pressed 
the land down about 10 feet. 
Since then, land has been 
rebounding at about 0.6 
inches per year. Much of the land people live on today was intertidal only 
two centuries ago.

Landforms & vegetation
Lyndsey Kelly

Shaanáx̱ Tlein's valley walls are of bedrock covered with glacial till—mate-
rial deposited by receding glaciers. Particles in till range from boulders 

 1996

At peak Little Ice Age in 
1750 AD, 3 glaciers at valley 

head merged into one and 
descended to 800 feet. Even 
on Adolf Knopf's 1910 geol-

ogy map, they shared a 
common terminus.

down to silt and clay. 
The finer silt and clay 
sediments make it hard 
for water to drain away 
from tree roots, often 
resulting in unproduc-
tive forests of relatively 
small hemlock trees. 
In alluvial soils there 
are more nutrients and 
fewer fine sediments 

than in till, making for better drainage and larger trees. Big spruce trees 
once covered the alluvial bottomland of Shaanáx̱ Tlein.

JC
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Áak'w Ḵwáan & the Little Ice Age
Richard Carstensen
In 1946, anthropologists Goldschmidt and Hass, guided by Klukwan inter-
preter Joe Kahklen, interviewed Native elders throughout Southeast to 
learn about patterns of Tlingit land use. Memories of these elders extend-
ed back into the late 1800s. Following is from Jake Cropley:

"Just north of Lemon Creek there is a small creek called Eix̱'gul'héen [Switzer 
Creek]. This was a very good stream, especially for a late run of dog salmon, but 
also for cohos. There were three or four smokehouses there belonging to the Auk 
people, but they were crowded out by the road. The fox ranchers have gone up there 
and fished out this creek. There were no houses at Lemon Creek, but there was one 
a short way below, on a coho stream [probably refering to Vanderbilt Creek]. The 
Native people used to go up Lemon Creek to get goat and bear, and to trap mink, 
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marten, wolverine and lynx." Goldschmidt, Haas & Kahklen. 1998. Haa Aaní, UW 
Press

According to Wooshkeetaan elder Kaayistaan—Marie Olsen—the 
name Eix̱'gul'héen, (today's Switzer) means warm springs creek, named 
for warm water entering the creek, back against the base of the moun-
tain. This probably refers to marshes at c2, on the edge of the large 1968 
clearcut. Both Eix̱'gul'héen and Vanderbilt [noTN?]—some of the best 
salmon-rearing streams of their size in Áak'w and T'aaḵú Aaní—share this 
feature of relatively warmer waters emerging from fans into small tributar-
ies. These springs keep tributaries running even when most other small 
streams are frozen to the bottom.

It's interesting that Áak'w smoke houses were on Eix̱'gul'héen and 
Vanderbilt, but not on Sít'ḵú Héen (Lemon Cr) itself, then a cloudy glacial 
'river.' Today, there's still a late chum run on Eix̱'gul'héen, but the mid-
summer runs are now swamped with salmon strayed from nearby DIPAC 
hatchery.

The fox farmers noted by Cropley who displaced Native people and 
fished out Eix̱'gul'héen no doubt also chased away Xóots, brown bear. 
They'd have paved the way for Louie Lund, who had a small dairy at d5 in 
today's Eix̱'gul'héen Meadows.

Jake's wolverine and lynx are now rare near Juneau. When they 
venture into lowlands, they frequent willowy glacial forelands supporting 
ptarmigan and snowshoe hare. This habitat was surely abundant along 
Sít'ḵú Héen when the 3 merged glaciers descended to the valley bottom. 
It's probably significant that deer were not mentioned by Cropley. Deer 
have become more common in Shaanáx̱ Tlein in recent years than during 
Cropley's time, when the Little Ice Age was just ending and winters were 
snowier.

Historic Series
Gabrielle Vance

As a result of 
glacial rebound 
(0.6 inches per 
year), the
land rose about 
one foot between 
each photo in this 
historic series.

1910
Knopf's map 
showed only four 
settlements and 
no roads. There 
was, however, a 
corduroy road beginning at m7 leading to mines in the upper valley. A tidal 
slough extended up to the Louie Lund homestead (d5). The homestead 
that became Charlie Switzer's (sidebar, p.19 & photo p.24) was at c9 near 
today's Mapco. Most of the valuable alluvial spruce forest still stood at this 
time. Only small patches of forest had been handlogged (Hand logging, 
p.17).
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1948
There was now 
a dirt road. 
Evidence of 
selective logging 
could be seen 
(m2, h2) in 
stands of what 
were once large 
bottomland 
spruces. The first 
clearcut showed 
at c4. Note the 
curving 'toe' of 
Sít'ḵú Héen fan. 
Two pale sand & 
gravel extraction 
pits in this fan—

actually a raised delta—frame the creek below Glacier Highway.
Eix̱'gul'héen, ran straight, pinched by the fan against the upland slope (d7 

to c9). This part of the creek would later be filled by Kmart pad. A small 
island of conifers at k6 grew on a lobe of alluvial terrace deposits (surficial 
geology map, p.5).

1962
Selective logging 
had occurred 
at f4 andj3. At 
e2 was a small 
clearcut that 
would soon 
become much 
larger (1979 
map, next page). 
Séet ka, canyon 
channel (Gastin-
eau) was dredged 
so that Áak’w 
Tá, little lake 
bay (Auke Bay) 
could be reached 
directly by boat, 
rather than running all the way around Sayéik, spirit helper (Douglas Is). At 
j12 were spoil islands (piles of dredged material). In 1962 these were only a 
few years old, evident in their complete lack of vegetation.
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1979
Greatest change 
in the series 
was between 
1962 & 1979. 
Eix̱'gul'héen's 
headwaters (d2) 
were clearcut 
in 1968. There 
were new homes 
in central valley 
and at Switzer 
Village (b8). 
The bedrock 
tree 'island' was 
still present, but 
enveloped by 
industrial devel-

opment. Dredge ponds, steep-sided remains of gravel extraction, appeared 
at g9 and k8. Notice how they conformed to the toe of the fan discussed 
earlier. Egan Drive had been added, effectively damming the upper part of 
Shaanáx̱ Tlein salt marsh and acting as unofficial boundary between refuge 
(outside) and development (inside). Eix̱'gul'héen was buried under fill that 
eventually became Kmart. A new channel was dredged at e8.

1998
Networks of 
streets are more 
dense with 
buildings. The 
second, eastern 
dredge pond is 
larger, and the 
island of trees 
at k6 is gone. 
Gravel mining 
continues in 
delta deposits 
above Costco 
(k1). Moun-
tainside Estates 
(p8) have 
appeared above 
Vanderbilt Point. Except for fresh- and saltwater wetland, very little flat 
land is available for further development.
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Coast Coast
Coastal habitats
Mudflats
Jill Carlile

According to Mary Lou King, mudflats extended way up into Shaanáx̱ 
Tlein in the 1950s. Our historical photos tell us that in 1948, mudflats 
covered about 360 acres of the watershed, whereas today they only cover 
78 acres, all southwest of Egan Drive. Mudflats, unlike the other coastal 
habitats, steadily decreased in area. Glacial rebound has 'pushed' mudflats 
south, and salt marsh now covers much of the land that was once mudflat.

Migrating shorebirds search the remaining mudflats for tiny molluscs and 
amphipods. Gulls also eat these invertebrates, along with carrion, schools 
of smaller fish, and, in spawning season, salmon and their eggs. Fish found 
in the mudflat sloughs include juvenile sculpins and flounders.

Saltmarsh
Salt marsh refers to the plant
community that grows in 
the tidal area. Locally, 
this occurs 

between 13- and 20-foot 
tide lines. Salt marsh is 
divided into two zones: 
low marsh sedges, and 
high marsh grasses.

Low marsh sedges are 
a key part of the Lemon 
Creek ecosystem. Their 
triangular stems, shown 
in the illustration at 
right, help to distinguish 
them from less nutri-
tious grasses. Located 
between the 13- and 
17-foot tide lines, they 
are extremely important 
to grazers such as geese, 
deer, and bears. They 
also feed other animals 
in a less direct way. 
Algae coating the sedges 
feed invertebrates that in 
turn feed coho fry and other small fish that rear in the estuary. 

The distributions of sedges has changed dramatically. Mary Lou King 
says the area between K-mart and today's Egan Drive was once one of the 
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Coast Coast
finest areas for geese, due to abundant sedges. Now geese are rarely found 
in that area.

At the 17-foot tide line, sedges are replaced by the more fibrous and less 
desirable high marsh grasses. These include ryegrass, hairgrass, and squir-
reltail grass. During summer, these grasses are of little value to grazers who 
prefer the less fibrous sedges. 

Uplift meadow
Brittany Lehnhart

Uplift meadow is a very unique habitat. There are not many places in the 
world that are rising in elevation due to glacial rebound. The plants 
most commonly found in uplift meadows are cow parsnip 
(also called indian rhubarb), fireweed, chocolate lily, 
lupine, and many species of grasses. These mead-
ows are important places for deer and bears 
to graze.

Marie Darlin says the present-
day Western Auto area was 
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patch. Uplift meadows are 
the ideal habitat of 
the nagoon-
berry. Marie 
told us the 
open damp 
meadows 
for the 
seedy nago-
onberries 
were coveted and often kept secret.

Eventually, spruce trees begin to grow in the uplift meadows. Although 
meadows replace salt marsh as land rises, forest and human development 

are replacing meadows. So the area of uplift meadow habitat 
has declined slightly since the 1970s. Uplift meadows 

totaling about 100 acres occur at d5 and m5.
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Mowing native Lyng-
bye sedge for hay on 
Shaanáx̱ Tlein salt 
marsh. Southeast to 
Shaa Tlaax̱, moldy top 
(Mt Juneau)  in center 
distance.
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Interview with Marie Darlin
Lyndsey Kelly
When Marie was a child, her family took care of an orphaned baby bear 
for an entire summer. They tied the bear to a tree so he wouldn t run 
away. However, that plan had its faults. One day the bear broke loose 
and chased Maries brothers into the house. You can imagine how angry 
their mother got when this happened, so she grabbed a crowbar and 
chased the bear up the tree. She climbed up after the bear. The bear 
swung under her but she pried him off and he fell to the ground.

Marie Darlin's grandfather Henry Hendrickson used to gather hay from 
Hendrickson Point (on Sayéik, directly across Séet ka from Sunny Point) 
to bring it to their dairy at Sunny Point. They dried hay at Hendrickson 
Point as well. They had to cross the mudflat at just the right time and 
place going to and from Sunny Point to keep from sinking in. The picture 
shows Marie and her siblings in the metal-wheeled hay cart they used to 
cross over to Hendrickson Point. 

Marie's family had 12 cows. The cows grazed on both sides of Séet 
ka (Gastineau Channel). Once they got caught by high tide on the wrong 
side and had to swim back 
to the Sunny Point Dairy 
at milking time. The cattle, 
like geese and bears, loved 
to graze the salt marsh 
sedges. After especially 
high tides, the milk tasted 
a bit odd.

Henry Hendrickson's haycart

Early dairy on Lemon Creek flats. No date or photographer given. The cattle were grazing high marsh grasses.

What happened to all the toads?
Brittany Lehnhart
Up into the 1960 s western toads were quite common near Sít'ḵú Héen. 
Mary Lou King remembers having to put a limit on the amount of toads 
her children took home each day. Mary Hakala remembers loads of 
tadpoles and toads in a meadow pond on Montgomery Street near the 
high tide line. At that time there were only four houses on her street and 
eight from there to the present day jail. Where the jail now stands there 
used to be a sawmill. 

Nearby were many ponds used by breeding toads. She remembers 
spending many hours playing at those ponds as well as the pond on 
Montgomery Street. In 1967 the Montgomery Street pond was filled, and 
has a house on it today. It has been many years since she last saw a toad 
in Shaanáx̱ Tlein.

The decline in Alaskan toads has not been scientifically investigated. 
Western toad declines in other states have been blamed on stocking 
with predatory fish, dams and water diversions, road construction, and 
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recreation near breeding 
sites. It is also thought 
that global warming 
might have an effect on 
the toad population.

RC 2022: Interesting that 
when this was written 
about 20 years ago the 
chytrid fungus wasn't 
even on our radar. By 
the time I began survey-
ing amphibians with Bob 
Armstrong and Mary 
Willson, within a year of 
this publication, it had 
become obvious this was the principle reason for declines, both here and 
in herp populations worldwide.
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Opposite: SW across junc-
tion of Egan & Vanderbilt Hill 

Road. Pioneer Marsh in lower 
left is original, pre-Egan outlet of 

Vanderbilt Creek [noTN?]. During  
expressway construction, a new, 

narrow channel was dredged 
to double culverts in center. 

Compare preceding historical 
panels for 1962 & 1979.
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https://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/habitat-use-of-amphibians-in-northern-southeast-alaska/
https://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/habitat-use-of-amphibians-in-northern-southeast-alaska/
https://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/habitat-use-of-amphibians-in-northern-southeast-alaska/
https://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/habitat-use-of-amphibians-in-northern-southeast-alaska/
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Forest Forest
watershed from 1910 through 1998. Developed areas and cutover forests 
have increased over the years, while upland and alluvial forests have 
decreased. The upland forest slowly decreased from 1910 through 1962, 
then, rapidly between 1962 and 1979. A lot of logging went on at this time. 

Alluvial forest decreased much more rapidly and steadily.  Alluvial 
surfaces tend to produce large spruce trees, desired for logging. The 
remaining alluvial forest is only 6.5% of that present in 1910. Upland 
forests, however, generally produce smaller trees and have not been as 
heavily logged as alluvial forests. The remaining upland forest is still 55% 
of that present in 1910.

Cutover forest steadily increased from 1910 through 1962, then appears 
to have stopped. Mean-
time, however, both 
alluvial and upland 
forests continued to 
decrease. What actu-
ally happened was 
that older cutover 
forest was replaced by 
development as fast as 
new cutover forest was 
added.

Forest habitats
Gabrielle Vance

In lower Lemon Creek watershed there are two principal forest types: allu-
vial spruce forest and upland hemlock forest.

Alluvial spruce forest is found on well drained, nutrient-rich stream 
deposits. As the name suggests, spruce is the dominant tree, while devil's 
club makes up much of the understory. Because salmon run in the streams 
of the alluvial forest, it is valuable habitat for bears and eagles.

Upland hemlock forest grows on the slopes above a valley floor and 
is dominated by hemlock trees. Upland hemlock forests contain plants 
essential to deer in winter, such as five-leaved bramble, bunchberry, and 
blueberry.

Changes in forest cover
Jill Carlile

We used a computer program to 
measure acreage of various habi-
tats on the 1910 map and 4 air 
photos in our historic series.

Three types of forests are 
shown in the graph: upland, 
alluvial, and cutover. (Cutover 
refers to both clear-cut and high-
graded forests.) The graph compares 
these to developed areas in Lemon Creek 
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Coring & taping 
'release tree' described 
in The ring thing.
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The ring thing
Leigh Miller
Alluvial spruce forests above Vanderbilt Creek were high-graded long ago 
by handloggers. High-grading, or selective logging, is when biggest trees 
are cut but smaller ones are left standing.

Uncertain as to date of high-grading, our group went on an expedition! 
From the Alaska Discovery building (m5), we made our way through uplift 
meadows and into the forest. In a stand close to Sít'ḵú Héen (Lemon Cr) 
Trailhead with many old rotting handlogged stumps (m2), we chose a 
medium-sized spruce tree. We guessed that this tree had been small at 
time of high-grading (so it didn't get cut), and that it might show evidence 
of the logging in its rings. We cored the tree with a foresters increment 
borer, extracting a pencil-thin wood sample.

The next day the core sample was dried, sanded, and marked every 10 
rings and we were ready to look for a release. A release indicates dramati-
cally increased growth. Release occurs when a larger nearby tree is cut 
because the smaller tree receives more sunlight and grows faster. Growth 
speed is measured from ring width in core sample. Rings close together 
show slow growth. Although there were a few releases, most dramatic 
was in 1902.

Checking the m2 site on the 1910 map in our historic series, we discov-
ered it was right on the original mining road. So the giant spruces were cut 
by road builders almost exactly a century ago.

Hand logging
Claire Geldhof

Before chainsaws, the most common method 
for cutting trees was handlogging. For the 
biggest trees this usually involved two people 
using springboards, axes, and a crosscut saw. 
Because large spruce trees are often flared at 
the base, loggers would climb the lower swol-
len portion of the tree on axe-cut steps and 
chop notches in which 'springboards' could be 
placed for a standing platform. Standing on the 
springboards, the loggers used a two-handled 

crosscut saw to fell the tree.
This logging has left obvious evidence. 
In the massive tree stumps one can often 
see old notches where springboards 
were driven. When we looked for 
these notches in handlogged stumps 
near Vanderbilt Creek, wood was so 
soft and old that notches had mostly 
rotted away. We needed other clues to 
place a date on logging (sidebar, next 
page).
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Troubled streams
Gabrielle Vance

Residential and commercial development can be detrimental to streams and 
to the fish and wildlife that depend on them. Fills on wetland can bury valu-
able sedges. Roads, buildings and fences can obstruct the migration of deer, 
bears and amphibians. The installment of Egan Drive restricted tidal access 
for 140 acres of salt marsh to a handful of culverts and one bridge. 

When development occurs on wetlands, the state of Alaska permitting 
process requires that developers in some way mitigate the negative effects 
of their projects. Possible mitigations for a proposed business park in the 
wetlands between the Kmart pad and Lemon Creek include leaving strips of 

Changing of the guard
Lyndsey Kelly
Before white people came with guns, brown bears 
probably foraged on salmon streams like Eix̱'gul'héen, 
and out onto tidal wetlands. Today, with a few well 
publicized exceptions, brown bears stay well away 
from humans, far inland on streams like Asx̱'ée, 
twisted tree (dam) (Eagle River) and Ch’eet’ Taayi, 
murrelet fat (Cowee Creek).

Black bears 
are more 
successful at 
surviving near 
humans. They 
may even have 
increased when 
Europeans 
came because  
there was less 
competition 
from brown 
bears.

Above: brown bear
Below: black bear
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salt marsh between 
buildings and creat-
ing high tidal pools 
connected by water-
ways that would 
retain saltwater 
habitat for fish and 
waterfowl.

Mitigations are 
expensive for the 
developer and are 
often the source 
of disagreement 
among the parties 
involved.

The process of 
listing a stream as 
impaired involves 
identifying 'stress-
ors.' If a stream 
does not meet state 
water quality stan-
dards, the Clean 
Water Act stipulates 
that the state create 

View up Sít'ḵú Héen to Nugget Mountain and Thomas Glacier
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a Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL), the maximum amount of stressors 
such as turbidity, sediment, or habitat modification allowed in or near the 

stream. The three-step TMDL 
process (assessment, strategy, 
and implementation) is meant 
to restore water quality.

Eix̱'gul'héen (Switzer Cr)
Gabrielle Vance

Switzer Creek (Eix̱'gul'héen) 
has two major tributaries 

Charlie Switzer
Claire Geldof
Switzer Creek is named after Charlie Switzer. Charlie was long-time 
Juneau resident. From the late 1920s until the early 1940s, he had a small 
dairy farm located near the present-day Mapco (c9, photo, p 24). As Marie 
Darlin said, Charlie did the job that the present day Glory Hole does. He 
provided milk, food, and money for more than a thousand people who 
were out of work or needed help. 

Marie also told us that Charlie had a milk house built over a stream to 
keep the dairy products cool. That stream would not have been Switzer 
Creek itself, but one of the two strictly channelized streams that flow 
through today's Switzer Village. Much has changed since those streams 
meandered beneath towering spruce trees on the broad alluvial fan.

that flow out of a 1968 
clearcut (d2) before 
merging and drain-
ing into Séet ka. The 
clearcut, coupled with 
extensive residential 
development throughout 
its lower watershed, 
makes Eix̱'gul'héen an 
unhealthy (though not yet declared "impaired") stream. 

The uplift meadows and scattered spruces surrounding the old Louie 
Lund homestead on the banks of Eix̱'gul'héen (d5) are lovely (though vesti-
gial) examples of this unique habitat.

TS&S pit straddling Eix̱'gul'héen and Sít'ḵú Héen watersheds is a gravel 
extraction pond (g9). It has the potential to be better habitat for fish and 
watetfowl. At present, though, the pit has steep sides, preventing marginal 
aquatic vegetation from growing and making for a sterile ecosystem. On 
our hike around the pit, we saw evidence of restoration to encourage birds 
to nest in the area—a constructed spit of land and a small island in the 
smaller pond near the police station. These and other improvements near 
the pit are considered mitigation for nearby developments. However, much Le
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remains to be done before the S&S pit even resembles a flourishing habitat.

Vanderbilt Creek
Jill Carlile

Vanderbilt Creek is a very valuable salmon stream. The Alaska TDML 
determination document for Vanderbilt Creek states that winter surveys of 
the lower channels found the "highest overwintering salmon population 
densities of any of the Juneau streams." Vanderbilt's impaired status is due 
to sediment, turbidity, habitat modification, and debris. It has appeared on 
Alaska's list of impaired water bodies since 1990.

Much of this is due to Vanderbilt's tributaries being redirected and filled. 
When Egan Expressway was built, the entire lower half of Vanderbilt was 
completely relocated (n9). The creek is also extremely turbid from roadside 
ditches and other developments such as the gravel extraction near Costco. 
The turbidity from this mining was so severe that Vanderbilt's headwa-
ters were diverted to Lemon Creek. Mike Bethers claimed that the stream 
looked like a "chocolate milk shake" before that diversion.

Since 1999, Vanderbilt Creek has 
been the subject of continuing envi-
ronmental projects by middle 

school students participating in the Vanderbilt Creek Stewards program. 
Our studies and restoration efforts were initially funded by the wilder-
ness guiding company Alaska Discovery Inc, who had just moved their 
headquarters to a building beside the creek. In following years, the Alaska 
Department of Environmental Conservation also provided funding. Our 
goal was to assess and improve the health of Vanderbilt Creek. This includ-
ed installing check dams on the creek, garbage collection, planting willow 
bundles to strengthen stream banks and increase streamside vegetation, 
and eradication of the invasive plant knotweed. At the end of each year, we 
created a poster for Alaska Discovery to share with their guests, displaying 
pictures, data, and maps of the watershed.

Directed by Kevin 
Brownlee, ADFG, 

Alder House's 
Vanderbilt Stew-
ards team stake 

bundles of live 
willow stems 

against the 
bank to improve 

streamside cover

Juvenile staghorn sculpins rear in tidal 
portions of Vanderbilt and Eix̱'gul'héen

 2001
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The 2003 Spruce and Cedar House Vanderbilt teams have been monitor-

ing the creek through water quality tests. They've hiked the stream look-
ing for signs of pollution, such as gravel piles behind Western Auto that 
discharge sediment and silt into the stream during heavy rains. Landfill 
behind the incinerator is another source of pollution. The students are gear-
ing up for their spring project, which will inform the community about the 
health of Vanderbilt.

Sít'ḵú Héen (Lemon Creek)
Gabrielle Vance

Sít'ḵú Héen flows through dense forests and meanders across tidal wetlands 
to Séet ka, canyon channel (Gastineau Channel). The creek shares its name 
with the Lemon Creek Glacier, both named not for any surfeit of citruses 
but for explorer John Lemon. 

Alluvial deposits of gravel in and around Lemon Creek have been 
heavily mined, as became apparent to us on a field trip to Hidden Valley. 

Having exhausted most of the 
higher quality gravel deposits, 
extractors had resorted to less 
economic techniques like blast-
ing shotrock from bedrock 
outcrops.

The Lemon Creek watershed 
is widely considered CBJ's 
"sacrifice area" for gravel, a 

better choice than the less developed Asx̱'ée-L'ux̱ (Eagle-Herbert) valleys. It 
is closer to the center of where gravel is needed, and environmental impacts 
of gravel extraction would be even more pronounced at Asx̱'ée-L'ux̱ or 
Woosh eel’óox̱’u héen (Mendenhall) watersheds.

Some believe that gravel extraction in Lemon Creek's middle reaches 
has choked the lower stream with sediment and turned it into an aggrading 
stream (one that floods often and builds up its floodplain). 

Unlike Switzer and Vanderbilt, Lemon Creek is a glacial stream. The 
flow of glacial streams peaks in late summer at the time of greatest glacial C
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 1929

NE up Sít'ḵú Héen in 1929

U
S
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melting, then declines to its lowest flow in midwinter. The flow of non-
glacial streams has two peaks, in spring (from snowmelt) and in October 
(Southeast Alaska's rainiest month). It is natural for glacial streams to be 
silt-filled and as a result unsuited to spawning salmon except in side-chan-
nels. Switzer and Vanderbilt Creeks usually have much clearer water than 
Lemon Creek.

Below the state prison, the banks of Lemon Creek have been reinforced 
with riprap (imported boulders). Unfortunately, this riprap (next page) is 
deflecting erosion toward the opposite bank. Gentler 'bioengineering' bank 
reinforcement techniques such as willow plantings have been used as well. 

Besides Vanderbilt and Switzer Creeks in the lower watershed, there are 
two more named tributaries of Lemon Creek: Sawmill and Canyon Creeks. 
They flow through the aptly named Hidden Valley, and few people see 
them. We were tantalized by Sawmill Creek's name and wondered about its 

Dike separating Sít'ḵú 
Héen from S&S pit is 

precariously narrow. It 
collapsed in the 1984 

Thanksgiving Day storm.
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Large boulders (riprap) have been placed on banks of Lemon Creek below 
the state prison to prevent bank cutting. Unfortunately this has increased 
bank erosion on the opposite side.
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origin. (Had there been a small sawmill near the corduroy road visible in the 
1910 map?) From the top of Tleix̱satanjín (Heintzelman Ridge), the treeless 
headwaters of Canyon Creek, a vast, barren plateau, evoke arctic Alaska.

Place names in Shaanáx̱ Tlein
Richard Carstensen & Gabrielle Vance
We learned about origins of Euro place names for the watershed's larger 
landscape features from Orth's Dictionary of Alaska Place Names (1967). 
Marie Darlin explained names of some roads that don't show on topo-
graphic maps.

Of 65 place names in the watershed, 39 honor people. All apparently 
white and the majority male. Exceptions include Reninger Drive, named 
for Jackie Reninger, and Patti Avenue, for Patte Carol Davis, who died at 
age 25 in the crash of a Fish & Wildlife Service Gruman Goose in 1954. 
More typical, however, are names like "Vanderbilt Creek." This lovely 
stream was named for its "discoverer" Captain J.M. Vanderbilt of the 
Northwest Trading Company who surveyed in Alaska in 1875. 1 Of course 
Áak'w Ḵwáan had lived and fished along this stream for decades, since 
migrating up from Stikine country via northern Xutsnoowú, probably in the 
early 1800s.

A smaller portion—25—of the watershed's place names come from 
physical features and functions. This is particularly true of mountains: 
Nugget Mountain, Split Thumb, Observation Peak, etc. The Juneau 
Icefield Research Project's main field camp for many decadecs has been 
on the ridge separating Ptarmigan and Lemon Creek Glaciers. JIRP 
researchers bestowed some of the mountain names as recently as the 
1960s.

The few streets named for physical features rather than people are 
generally less than poetic: Commercial Blvd, Central Ave, etc. Marie Darlin 
told us how Sunny Point got its name. Actually one of the rainiest places in 
Áak'w Aaní, "Sunny Point" was an advertising ploy. When Marie's mother, 

1 Destruction of Angoon in 1882 was "in defense" of NWTC's investments there. 
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Hilda Hanna, moved her dairy from Hendrickson Point on Sayéik (Douglas) 
across to the mainland in 1929, that bluffy bedrock peninsula defining the 
western side of Shaanáx̱ Tlein watershed was called Rocky Point. That 
seemed like an inauspicious name for a dairy, so Sunny Point it became.

Only two Lingít names can be found on maps of Shaanáx̱ Tlein water-
shed, and neither is genuinely local. ''Alsek Street" comes from Lingít for 
the great northern river near Yakutat. ''Dzantik'i Héeni," name of our school, 
although a well-intentioned effort to honor Native heritage, comes from a 
stream in downtown Juneau, not from the local watershed. It means "little 
flounder creek," referring to baby starry flounders that used to rear in braid-
ing tidal sloughs of what miners named Gold Creek. (Euro-settlers soon 
evicted those flounders by encasing the entire lower stream in cement.)

Euro explorers and colonists usually named places after people; Tlin-
git named them after geomorphic and biologic features. Eix̱'gul'héen, 
(Switzer Creek) goes to the heart of what makes this stream special—its 
warm water upwellings. Lingít names tell of estuarine reproductive cycles, 
buffered stream temperatures, bays uncovered by receding glaciers, and 
village coves where north wind doesn't blow. 
Place names reveal how deeply people 
know and love their country.

1931

Charlie Switzer's 
barn, below today's 

Switzer Village 
intersection. 

Charlie had around 
24 cows. Tides 

came 4 feet higher 
90 years ago, 

almost up to road 
level.
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Grader on freshly completed Sít'ḵú Héen bridge. Barn in right distance 
showed on preceding photo labeled "1893?" Handwritten caption to that 

image says "first dairy in Juneau."  These photos from the Danner collection 
were not in our original 2003 publication but I can't resist adding em for the 
flavor of century-ago technology and early settlement-&-transport patterns. 

Pad across creek is staging area for 
Lemon Creek sand & gravel pit that 

shows on the 1948 aerial.

http://www.juneauhistory.com/vanderbilt-hill-to-lemon-creek-bridge/
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Discovery Southeast's 
outdoor programs have 
taken many forms in 
Shaanáx̱ Tlein. Left: 
Tides&toads authors inves-
tigate dredge ponds near 
Sít'ḵú Héen, March 2003. 
● Below: Mountain Goat 
Team at peak of student-led 
off-trail bushwack to 2,200 
feet above middleschool, 
May 1998. Called the Mega-
hike, we did this for 3 years.

 Left: School teachers heli-
copter to alpine, June, 1991 
for a workshop on alpine 
ecology ● Below: Gabrielle 
Vance and Jill Carlile sketch 
a sectioned poison hemlock 
root on V-word-Creek recon, 
April 2001 ● Next page: 
Pioneer Marsh before spring 
green-up—once the primary 
outlet of V-word-Creek. 
Cement blocks supported 
WWII communication towers.
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